Delvers Delve
rules options by David Bowman
One interesting part of fantasy roleplaying games is
exploration. Being able to interact effectively with the
environment is important for all characters. For instance,
dungeons, crypts, and catacombs are often full of traps.
In my games, all characters have a 2 in 6 chance to
detect such if they say they are looking for them. (As
always, this is a rule of thumb: some traps may be easier
or harder, or require special procedures.) On the other
hand, some characters are better at these sorts of tasks
than others. What follows are optional rules and
approaches for the exploratory portion of the game.
The Dwarf: Dwarf characters are able to note certain
features of the dungeons in which they are adventuring:
recent construction, slopes in halls, moving walls, and
traps. The Dwarf fills an important role in dungeon
delving and exploration. The ability to note traps in
particular is an immensely useful and often overlooked
aspect unique to the Dwarf. While any character has the
chance to locate a trap if he or she announces one is
being searched for, only the Dwarf has a sixth sense
which warns him that a trap is near. The best example of
a similar power is the common Elf ability to sense secret
doors. Sensing does not necessarily equate to locating; it
simply means that the character has sensed that
something is amiss. In the case of the Elf, perhaps he or
she detects an air current shift or a change in the
temperature; and in the case of the Dwarf, perhaps
features of the stone or block seem out of sorts, or
perhaps he has sensed that the weight of the world
above has increased. The exact location of the trap or
secret door must still be found. Elves are twice as
proficient at finding secret doors while searching as
other characters, and I would suggest that Dwarves
should be similarly proficient with traps. (Do keep in
mind that even the Elf ability to sense a secret door is an
optional rule.) There is a 2 in 6 chance for an Elf to
sense secret doors, and a 4 in 6 chance of an Elf locating
secret doors when searching: assign similar probabilities
to Dwarves with traps. Such odds are of course to be
adjudicated by referees, but these probabilities provide
an effective baseline when judging tasks undertaken
while dungeon delving. No range is provided for these
abilities, and the referee would have to determine
whether a Dwarf even had a chance to sense a trap
before he or another character tripped or triggered it.

just as effective as the most ingeniously devised falling
block trap. A ten foot pole and extra light sources might
be effective against an open pit in the hall ahead, but
what about the pit that has a well-designed trap-door,
with a three second delay, that is only activated after 200
lbs in weight has triggered the simple cog release
mechanism below? You might want a Dwarf around to
sense such things. Other traps might have clues to their
presence; corpses, iron crossbow bolts sunk into a wall,
scorched areas, dried pools of blood, pock marks,
smashed bones, etchings in the stone, or even the
perfectly obvious but impassable traps consisting of
mechanical lethality daring to be tampered with.
Completely hidden traps are often limited to small
devices, such as poison needles in door handles or chest
hasps. These then would often be the most difficult to
not only detect, but also find. As any experienced player
knows, though, these are often the traps most actively
searched for. Doors and chest lids are heavily scrutinized
by player characters.
If one looks at early fantasy roleplaying manuals, there
are examples which can be extrapolated to suggest that a
character has avoided a trap by noticing something amiss
at the last second, having incredibly quick reflexes, or
just plain getting lucky. Furthermore, traps may not
trigger unerringly in all cases. Perhaps a malfunction or
design flaw tips off the would-be victims, or maybe the
trap simply fails to activate, becoming jammed, broken
or otherwise ineffective. For whatever reason, I follow
the regular procedure of having traps only activate or
trigger on a roll of 1 or 2 on the d6 when a character
passes over or by them, including pits. Using this system

The Trap: Whether one even needs to sense, search for,
or locate a trap assumes that the trap in question is
difficult to find in the first place. Traps do not need to
be devilishly designed and hard to spot. A simple open
pit, in a dark corridor through which a band of delvers
might be hurrying in order to avoid being eaten, can be
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allows a referee to consider the marching order of the
adventuring party and possibly bring some hurt to those
unlucky blokes in the second or subsequent ranks.

Trap Rolls
Find Trap: a 2 in 6 chance to locate a trap, if the character is looking in the right way and/or place.

Pits have always seemed to be synonymous with
dungeon crawling in general. Again, though, the early
rulebooks state that damage from falling into a pit can
be avoided on a roll of 1 or 2 on a d6, the only drawback
being that a turn must be spent clambering out of such a
trap. This is not a case of avoiding the trap, but a case of
falling in and avoiding the damage. One could assume
that this is a shallow pit trap, and perhaps the example is
not meant to be conveyed as a guide for avoiding all
falling damage. Nonetheless, one could also assume that
those who do set off a trap still have a chance to avoid
its effects. What I have taken away from this passage is
that when in doubt, grab a d6, make a judgment call, and
then roll. If a character has set off a trap, does it strike
unerringly, or is there some chance to avoid its effects?
If some chance to avoid the trap is conceivable, Id rule
that the character might still do so, even after triggering
it, with a 2 in 6 chance. Certain traps are not as forgiving
of course, but I like the idea of rolling more dice and
maintaining the intensity level during play rather than
just telling the players that Roberto the Ranger has fallen
into a 60 pit trap and died. Referees should always allow
a saving throw to avoid the effects of deadly traps. Traps
which potentially deal a predetermined amount of
damage should also be treated in the same manner, in
my opinion, but by using the 2 in 6 roll, which I refer to
as Avoid Trap. It is also a perfectly acceptable extra
option to create an extra layer of suspense between
characters and save or die type traps (making the avoid
trap roll before the save).

Spring Trap: a 2 in 6 chance to trigger or spring a trap
when a character passes over or by a trap.
Avoid Trap: a 2 in 6 chance to avoid a trap or even the
potential damage from a trap after it has been sprung.
Disarm Trap: a 2 in 6 chance to destroy, defuse, bypass, or otherwise neutralize a previously located trap.
The Thief: It may surprise some to discover that there
is widespread (though by no means universal) animus
towards the traditional thief class. Little of this stems
from moral concern about thievery, or a lack of love for
Bilbo, Cugel, or the Grey Mouser. More common objections stem from character overspecialization and
grafting skills on top of the simple, elegant class systems
of early fantasy roleplaying. But recent observations have
caused me, formerly in the anti-Thief camp, to reconsider. I do enjoy the archetype of a sneaky, stealthy,
lightly armored adventurer who brings mechanical
know-how to the expedition. The trouble is that with
early versions of the thief, every ability except the silent
strike from behind is one already open to every other
class of character! Taking these abilities away from other
characters has a substantially negative effect on openended exploration, but not taking them away seems to
render the abilities assigned to the thief in many
rulebooks both overly fiddly and redundant. Im firmly
committed to keeping these possibilities open for all
characters, but theres no reason one cant also have a
distinct character type whos especially good at them. I
present my version of the thief at the end of the article.

A Half-Dozen Options and Alternatives
1. Dungeon Tasks: Develop a simple mechanic for
addressing mundane tasks undertaken by delvers. I
prefer to use a d6, with a roll of 6 resulting in automatic
failure. This roll should be made by the referee except in
the case of Remove Traps, Climb Walls and Open Lock.

Find Traps: While there is no defined method for doing
this in early fantasy roleplaying rules, trapfinding can be
handled in the same manner as searching for secret
doors. The odds of success might be adjusted by a
number of factors. Are the characters searching in the
correct area or manner? Is the trap well hidden or
somewhat obvious? Is it even possible to locate the trap
without triggering it? Has it been set off once, but still
not located? A baseline 2 in 6 chance is sound.
Remove Traps: Bashing, opening or jamming traps that

have been located is feasible, and I would suggest a
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Climb Walls: One of the more contentious and debated

chance of 2 in 6 to remove a trap, once it has actually
been located. A roll of 6 normally indicates that the
attempt has set off the trap in question.

Thief skills, Climb Walls when employed as a mundane
dungeon task is best judged on a case by case scenario.
Given time to employ gear, be it rope, spikes, grappling
hooks or other tools, nearly any surface may be traversed in relative safety. If a referee judges that there is a
reasonable level of danger, I would begin with 5 in 6,
adjusted downward by the difficulty of the surface, down
to 2 in 6 for climbs of the worst sort. Optionally a roll
may be made every 10 or more feet, if it makes sense to
break it down this way. Failure indicates that no upward
progress was made, while a roll of 6 indicates that the
character has slipped and fallen (second trap or saving
roll to avoid damage and possibly catch on partway
down). In my own campaigns, no one including thieves
can scale sheer surfaces without ample time and gear.

Move Silently: Any character able to tip-toe should be
able to perform this task. For all intents and purposes,
whenever there is no monster nearby to actually hear the
characters, the noise they create is irrelevant. This is
essentially a reverse Hear Noise check made by monsters
close enough to hear a sneaking character. The referee
might place some restrictions on this task, with
consideration given to armor and encumbrance. Again, 2
in 6 is a safe range, possibly modified by Dexterity.

Hide in Shadows: Much as with moving silently, this
task only matters when a monster is actually present to
see the character. It is, in essence, a reverse check made
by monsters to see if they notice the hiding character.
Hiding does not equate to invisibility! A monster might
still sense a hiding character through smell, hearing or
other means. A suitable hiding spot must be accessible,
and then a character might have a 2 in 6 chance to hide
provided he has no light source and remains stationary.

Hear Noise: Rules are already set out for this in early

fantasy roleplaying manuals.

Open Locks: Non-magical locks may be jimmied or
forced open. I handle such mundane obstacles in the
same manner as stuck doors (using Open Doors as a
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guide) unless the lock is sturdy and of a type which
might be difficult to force or pry. A Mage with a Knock
spell, a Thief hireling, a ring of skeleton keys, or better
yet, the actual key designed to open said lock might be
the best chance for adventurers to open locks which
confound them. A roll of 6 indicates that no further
attempts may be made, or that, at the referees option,
the lock has become jammed entirely.

add such modifiers to your background tables if you use
them. Some examples: Outdoorsman  +1 Climb, +1
Hear Noise; Locksmith  +1 Open Locks; Mason +1
Find Traps, +1 Remove Traps; Hunter  +1 Move Silently, +1 Hide in Shadows; Convict  +1 Pick Pockets;
Carpenter  +1 Open Doors, +1 Find Secret Doors.
5. Delving Experience: Continued dungeon delving
might help a character develop their skills. For example,
a referee might allow players to choose modifiers for
their characters, or he might even assign bonuses based
on actual game play and experience. A possible system
like this might allow a modifier of +1 to be assigned
every even level (2, 4, 6, etc.), or every third level (3, 6, 9,
etc.), as characters progress in their chosen class. A
maximum of +1 to any single task might be instituted, as
the referee sees fit. The idea is that as the characters
continue their career, they become more skilled in
commonly used tasks. This list could certainly be
expanded to include searching for secret doors and
opening doors, or even beyond for those so inclined.

Pick Pockets: The chance for accomplishing this task
should be based upon the prevailing circumstances. 2 in
6 is a good starting range, adjusted by circumstance and
possibly modified by Dexterity. As with Move Silently
and Hide in Shadows, Pick Pocket is a reverse check,
this time to see if the action of pilfering is noticed by the
target. If the referee judges that there is no chance to
notice such an underhanded act, there is of course no
need to roll for failure. A roll of 6 indicates that not only
was the pick-pocket detected, but nothing was even
grasped in the first place.
2. Optional Modifiers: A referee might allow characters
with high attribute scores or of certain races bonuses to
perform Dungeon Tasks, as follows:

6. Home Brew Classes: This is always a good
approach. Heres my version of the Thief - the Delver!

Find Traps: Dwarves are more adept at this task in
underground settings, locating traps on a 4 in 6 chance.

Delvers are a class of characters devoted to furthering
the exploration and plundering of the underworld.
Delvers explore and plunder; they are not trained in the
more common skills of melee or magic, nor are they
devotees of any particular faith other than personal gain.
Their kind is more often than not encountered in
regions dominated by entrances to the dismal depths
which entice the fortune-seeking. A party in such an area
which lacks a Delver amongst their ranks may wish to
hire one into service. It is recommended that they be
Men or Dwarves, with the latter limited to the 8th level
of advancement.

Remove Traps: Depending upon the type of trap and the
method used to disarm it, Strength or Dexterity might
contribute to success.
Move Silently: Elves are more adept at this task, with a 4
in 6 chance of success. Dexterity might also modify.
Hide in Shadows: Both Elves and Hobbits are more adept
at this, succeeding on a 4 in 6.

Delvers use priestly experience, hit dice, attack and
saving throw tables, with a bonus of +1 on any save
involving a trap. They are limited to small weapons and
light armor, and may not use shields. A Delver using any
prohibited equipment loses all of the class modifiers
detailed here. The skills of a Delver are as follows:

Climb Walls: Both Strength and Dexterity can modify.
Open Locks: Strength might help force some locks, while
Dexterity might help pick them. Prybars should give a
bonus to attempts to force locks in most cases
3. The 2 in 6 Check: Readers may have noticed a
prevailing theme with the above Dungeon Tasks
suggestion. It would be perfectly reasonable to do away
with the individual segments on delving tasks, and simply employ the 2 in 6 Check for all such undertakings.
Success is achieved on a roll of 1 or 2 on a d6, with a 6
indicating automatic and possible further failure. This
applies to nearly every rule presented here.

+1 Search (for checks on finding traps or secret doors)
+1 Hear Noise
+1 Open Doors (including rolls to force or jimmy locks)
+2 Spring Trap (in other words, 4 in 6, unless the Delver
specifies that he or she is actively trying to avoid traps)
+2 Avoid Trap
(Optional) Strike from Behind Ability
Delvers gain an additional +1 to a dungeon task of their
choice at each level after the first. This must be a
different task at each level. Ω

4. Character Generation Skills: Referees might enjoy
allowing a characters background or history to give +1
to tasks where it is relevant. Choose one or two pertinent modifiers based on a characters background, or
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